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20th November 2020

Dear Parent and Carer,
Annwyl Rhieni,
Good afternoon. Please find information for the next few weeks.
Police Incident in Bassaleg – Wednesday
Thank you for your patience and understanding whilst we acted on advice from Gwent Police on
Wednesday. Be assured, there are clear procedures in place for emergency incidents - we followed
all advice and ensured that children were safe and secure at all times. Thank you.
Covid-19
Please also continue to inform us if your child has to selfisolate due to a family member testing positive or being
symptomatic. Also, please let us know if your child has to go
for a test and inform us in writing of the result.
A reminder that further information is available here.

Warm Clothing and Waterproof Clothing
As part of our Covid risk assessment we need to keep
windows and doors open as much as possible. This allows
for the building to be ventilated which helps to control the
transmission of Covid. Please ensure you dress your child in
warm clothing – plenty of layers which can be added or
easily taken off. In addition, we aim to get the pupils outside
as much as possible. This is also in line with our Risk
Assessment. Please make sure your child has a suitable
waterproof coat in school every day.

We have been talking about bullying in our assemblies this week
and have discussed our anti bullying charter.
There are lots of important links and advice available for parents and
children. These are available below. I have also added some cap shots
of a useful summary leaflet on the next few pages.

Christmas Concerts

Nursery and Reception classes will put together a few Christmas songs and
messages from their individual classes. Nursery and Reception class teachers will
be in touch to let you know what the children will need to wear and on what day
they will wear them. Please do not go to any expense with costumes etc. and chat
to the class teacher to see if there are any costumes that we may have in school.
Years 1-6 will all contribute a song and a reading as we tell the Christmas story
across the school. All children in these year groups can wear their Christmas
jumpers for the performance. I will let you know in next week’s newsletter what
day children will need to wear these.

Due to covid-19 restrictions we will not be able to invite parents in to school to watch the performances as
usual. We will record children and put together a video for parents to view at the end of term. I will let you
know when this is available and how you can access this in due course.
You will all have filled in a consent form for your child’s image to appear on
social media/internet. Where we do not have consent for your child to have
their image on the internet those children will not be recorded. All children can
take part – one performance will be in front of me and Mrs Jenkins which will
not be recorded - the recorded version will not include any children for who
we do not have consent for the child’s image to appear via the internet. Miss
Norton has telephoned all parents of children who have not given consent to
check that this is still your wish.
Please e mail us on pentrepoeth.primary@newport.gov.uk if you do
not want your child to be part of the recorded version.
Christmas Cards
Children have been asking if they can bring Christmas cards in to school for their friends.
In order to do this safely, children will be able to bring Christmas cards to school for
friends in their class only which should be placed in their class box. These will be left in
the box until the last week of term when they can be sorted safely.
Christmas Events
Please see the dates for your diary section and also information via the PTA Newsletter.
A simple thank you is enough!
We understand that families are really keen to show their
appreciation and gratitude to the adults in school at Christmas
time but this year we are urging parents to think carefully
about what they are planning. Given that 2020 has been such
a crazy year and many of our families have had a change in
personal circumstances as a result of COVID-19 please know
that a simple and heartfelt ‘thank you’ really is enough.

November
Mon Nov 23rd –
Fri Nov 30th

Mathematical Development Week

December
Dec 1st
Fri Dec 11th

Wed Dec 16th
Thu Dec 17th
Mon 21st Dec –
Fri 1st Jan

Mr Taylor’s 100 Book Reading Challenge Starts! Books arriving soon!!
Christmas Jumper Day – whole school can wear these to school – donation £1 Save
the Children
Mrs Jenkins and Mr Taylor to hold Class Candlelight Assemblies this week
School Christmas Dinner in classes
Christmas Movie Afternoon
Class Christmas Parties
CHRISTMAS BREAK

January
Mon Jan 4th

Start of Spring Term 2021

Parent Consultations
These have continued this week and will continue as per the schedule.

Red Book Certificates
Well done to all of the children who have been awarded certificates in my red
book this week – I am very proud of you!

Class Dojo
Keep applying yourself to your learning and earn your Class Dojo points – I am
looking forward to giving out Bronze certificates hopefully before Christmas or
just after!

Congratulations Mrs Ahern!!
A huge congratulations to Mrs Ahern. The whole school
community are very proud of you!

Our Nursery pupils have been enjoying the
book “Funny Bones.” They have discussed the
features of the book, how to hold the book the
right way up, the title, author, illustrator, spine
and the difference between print and text.
Pupils have also created a story map to help them retell the story in their own words. They have been
practising retelling the story in sentences rather than singular words. The sound of the week is “a” and
pupils have enjoyed mark making the sound using glitter, glue and shaving foam! They have made a
sound booklet as well as practising saying the sound. They have also matched objects that begin with the
letter with the “a” sound to the letter e.g. apple, alligator etc. They have been naming and labelling
different parts of the bodies as well as singing “Heads, Shoulders, Knees and Toes” They have looked at xrays and created their own x-ray collages of their hands and feet! Children have played a skeleton
movement game outside in the garden to develop listening skills and reinforce body parts. They have
counted skeleton bones and used mark making to make the quantity as well as matching the numbers to
the quantities.
Our children in Reception have read the story “Superduck” and loved making their own kites. They have
developed their creative skills by decorating their kites, choosing their own coloured strips of shiny card to
make repeated patterns and adding coloured string to make the tassels. Our Reception children are very
proud of their completed kites and told us…” This is the best ever!” In Numeracy they enjoyed listening to
“Five Little Ducks went swimming one day” and practised their number bonds to 5. They have worked hard
to combine two groups of objects to find “How many altogether make 5?”and amazed Miss Mathews and
Mrs Starke with how well they used the addition and equals signs. They have used the Interactive
Whiteboard and iPads to play games to reinforce recognition and creation of three coloured repeated
patterns. Their block play challenge was to make a bridge to go over a pond that was strong enough for
Superduck to drive over and for the ducks to swim under! Forest School activities have involved children
working in small groups hunting for natural objects to match the Autumn colours on their colour chart.

Year 1 pupils have enjoyed reading the story “The Runaway Iceberg.” The children used story maps to
help retell the story. They read the story “Hikku” and discussed the importance of their families. The
children have been talking about kindness in circle time and the children have made friendship bracelets for
their class mates. They have written letters to their friends explaining why they are a good friend based on
our school values and the children enjoyed receiving their replies. In Numeracy pupils have been counting
in 5’s and have continued to add money to find a given total. For PE this week they have worked on
developing their large motor skills using small equipment. For Forest School, pupils have enjoyed exploring
the forest and looked at changes in the autumn season. They found out how the rain affected the leaves
on the trees.
Pupils in Year 2 enjoyed reading the story of “Goldilocks and the Three Bears” and have been working in
groups to innovate the story of Goldilocks. They used their creative skills to design a front cover for their
version of the story. They have been having fun with doubles playing Doubles Bingo and Hit the Button.
They have worked in groups to create Pudsey Bear collages using a variety of materials, some of which are
on display outside the classrooms. They discussed emotions and looked at what makes us angry and how
to deal with that emotion. They have been developing their IT skills and used the Chrome Books, learning
how to change the style and size of the font when word processing. They have developed their Welsh skills
by looking at positional language in Welsh. For Commando Joe they have been looking at Pocahontas and
completing tasks linked to her story. For Music this week they have looked at rhythm and pulse and had
lots of fun taking part in rhythmical games.

Our Year 3 pupils have completed another very busy week. In literacy sessions they have been
investigating the difference between direct and indirect speech. They have planned and written a recount
of a story including a character profile description. In Numeracy, they have revised and reinforced the
names and properties of 2D shapes. They have made a 2D shape robot and investigated symmetrical
shapes. Our talented Year 3 artists have created beautiful symmetrical drawings with a vertical lines of
symmetry. They are continuing with their Roman project and created their very own Roman town and used
a numbered key which focused on the names of Roman buildings. They have also developed their IT skills
by designing their very own mosaics on the computer. In Welsh, they have been focusing on the names of
food and expressing their likes and dislikes. Pupils have also looked at friendship circles as part of AntiBullying week and discussed why it is important to be a kind friend and look after others.
Pupils in Year 4 have identified adverbs in sentences in order to use them more effectively and regularly in
their writing. They have focused on spelling, looked at the first 100 words and used a range of strategies,
including visual, to focus on the question words beginning with ‘wh’ as well as looking at the differences
between there and their. All activities were based on their class text ‘Charlie and the Chocolate Factory’.
They have used their ICT skills to word process their “Tiger” poems. Numeracy work has involved studying
the relationship between addition and subtraction and using the inverse strategy during problem solving
tasks when checking the accuracy of their answers. They have revised the language associated with
subtraction and used the strategy of ‘If I know, then I know…’, applying knowledge of subtraction facts to
20. They have learnt about the different types of teeth, the role of these teeth and their positions in the
mouth. Pupils have been learning new Welsh verbs and identifying the bossy verb ‘rhaid’ meaning ‘you
must’, in our Pod Antur episode. They have written a brief set of instructions for an alien explaining
morning routines that must be followed! Anti-Bullying Week activities have centred around discussions
about what bullying is and associated behaviors displayed by a bully. They have also used Forest School
resources to create a 3D poster to highlight the problem. For Music this week they created body percussion
to the rhythm of a piece of music and made their own group compositions. They have been developing
their health and wellbeing through team games.
Our Year 5 pupils have been focusing on using a wider range of vocabulary and wow words in their written
work. They have found synonyms of simple adjectives and used these in sentences about Hogwarts,
volcanoes and acrostic poems. Numeracy activities have focussed on time, understanding how to tell the
time using digital and analogue clocks, converting times between 12 and 24-hour clock times and reading
timetables to solve problem solving challenges. They have also investigated co-ordinates, reading coordinates in order to find places on a grid and draw various shapes. They have developed their IT skills and
worked in pairs using their non-chronological reports from last week's language lessons to create Google
Slide presentations about volcanoes. They will be given opportunities to present these to the rest of the
class throughout the next week. In Welsh pupils have been writing sentences about different characters.
They have written questions and appropriate answers to begin building longer conversations between more
than one person. Our artists in Year 5 have created and drawn a night time image of Hogwarts, using a
variety of chalks and pastels. They enjoyed their visit from PC Thomas which resulted in interesting
discussions about anti-social behaviour.
Year 6 pupils have continued to discuss Marcus Rashford’s campaign to allow free school meals during the
school holidays. They have written very powerful, persuasive letters including features of a formal letter,
addressed to the Prime Minister. They thought it would be good to go right to the top! Year 6 feel very
strongly that no child in Britain, in the twenty first century should be hungry through no fault of their own.
In Numeracy, pupils have completed work on negative numbers and challenged themselves by simplifying
fractions. The World War Two classroom displays are finally complete! The pastel collaged Blitz cityscapes
and the Poppy Field paintings are shown off in all their glory. It is a truly stunning display. We are very
lucky to have such a highly creative Year 6 group. Our scientists have completed the pollination dramas
and filmed them complete with script, original music and costumes. They are certainly Oscar winning

performances, definitely worthy of a BAFTA too. They are now studying the
different methods of seed dispersal in order for a new plant to germinate.
The WW2 project continues to excite year 6 and this week the children have
been in charge! They have used the Chrome Books to research a topic of
their own choice. They will present their research as creatively as they can,
making sure it is full of information that will engage and inform the reader.
They continue to read and analyse Ynys y Barri, assessing their
understanding of key words and phrases. This is in preparation for writing a
recount about a trip they have had, using appropriate language patterns. It
is definitely challenging but as always they won’t let us down. Positivity and
a sense of “I can” is definitely a feature of year 6 this year. Da iawn, pawb!

As you will be aware should an individual, a class or year group need to self- isolate because the
school has been notified of a positive test result or an individual is waiting for a test result then we
will operate our blended learning provision.
For more details please click here

The challenge is to read as many books as possible (up to
100) over a 2 or 3 year period, depending on which part of
the school you are in.
Foundation Phase - over 3 years Reception, Years 1 and 2
Years 3 and 4 – over 2 years
Years 5 and 6 – over 2 years
The full list of titles to be read are available by clicking the
link below… you can download a word copy for your records
– for children in years 2 to 6 they will be available via Google
Classroom also.
If children read 50,75 or 100 books in that period, they will get a prize and a certificate from me.
I am aiming to start the challenge (slightly delayed) from the 1st December – we are still awaiting some of
the titles to arrive at school. If you have some of the titles at home then please feel free to use your own
books. A big thank you to parents who have raised so much money through purchasing Christmas cards
designed by the children – we will use money made from this to purchase more titles for the challenge!
I would ask that children from year 2 upwards write a very short comment on the book and whether they
enjoyed it and parents to sign off to confirm they have read it!
We will be in touch with Nursery parents with a separate reading challenge – where children can listen to
and share a number of books with you.
I will speak with the children next week and as soon as all the books are in we
will start!
We really want to foster a love of reading and hope as many children as
possible will take part in it! For clarity, this is not homework and children
do not have to take part … but I am hoping you will join with me in
encouraging and promoting a love of reading!

Click here

Click on the links in blue!

Class

Twitter

Area

Twitter

Nursery – Mrs Williams

@PPSMrsWilliams

Whole School

@PentrepoethPrim

Reception – Mrs Starke

@PPSMrsStarke

Expressive Arts

@PPSExpressiveArts

Reception – Miss Ellis

@PPSMissEllis

Health and Wellbeing

@PPSHealth_Well

Year 1 – Mrs Batrouni

@PPSMrsBatrouni

Humanities

@PPSHumanites

Year 1- Mrs Drummond

@PPSMrsDrummond

@PPSLangandLit

Year 2- Mrs Beard

@PPSMrsBeard2jb

Year 2 – Mr Nocivelli

@PPSMrNocivelli

Languages, Literacy and
Communication
Mathematics and
Numeracy
Science and Technology

Year 3 – Mrs Baxter

@PPSMrsBaxter

Year 3 – Mrs Davies

@PPSMrsDavies

Year 4 – Mrs Gooding

@PPSMrsGooding

Year 4 – Mrs Jones

@PPSMrsJones

Year 5 – Mr Merriman

@PPSMrMerriman

Year 5 – Mr Willmore

@PPSMrWillmore

Year 6 – Mr Cleaves

@PPSMrCleaves

Year 6 – Mrs Symes

@PPSMrsSymes

Thank you for your continued support, have a lovely weekend.
Yours sincerely,
Cofion cynnes,

Dean Taylor
Headteacher

@PPSMathsandNum
@PPSSciandTech

